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Bays Vice-Provost in Address—Chapel

Kenath's Ankle Injured—Shelby Will

Student Should Have Lack of Consistent Practice

HANDICAPS NEW ELEVEN.

The Varsity plaza Leihg this afternoon on Franklin Field in the opening game of the season. The necessity of consistent practice has

Students to Seek Counsel and Handicap New Eleven.

Dean Penniman, followed the Vice-Provost. He spoke of Pennsylvania's new position in the college world. It was said. It was part of the all in the building of the class of 1907.

b Evening School Opened

Grand Opera House.

Manager G. A. Wegeforth, of the Grand Opera, will offer the best musical production of the season in the theatre during the week of

Painting the Town," a new tuneful musical, will be the offering. It comprises a cast of sixty artists, headed by Halahay and Leonard, the two
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EER LEADERS, the University lost by the death of its foremost undergraduate—the man through whose efforts our football and baseball teams have reached their present high standard. The problem of capable filling his position this fall could not be solved by any former member of the team, and it was decided to allow the undergraduates to choose by popular ballot two representative Pennsylvania men to fill this difficult position.

Yesterday two such men, who are capable to every way of performing this important duty, were selected. It behooves every undergraduate to loyally support the leaders they have chosen, and that will be the means of maintaining an excellent standard of support to alma mater and her teams.

THIS AFTERNOON'S GAME. On Franklin Field this afternoon the football team will meet the Lehigh eleven. It is the first game of the season of 1906. The team is off to a good start. It is the duty of every undergraduate to show his loyalty to those who have the honor to represent them on the gridiron, and let everyone by his support help increase that Pennsylvania spirit. Each man has a part to play. Let him do it well, and the result cannot but reflect credit and glory upon all concerned.
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The contact with your fellows will help to uphold character. The Law School was opened at eleven o'clock by Dean Lewis. He said: "On behalf of the faculty it gives me pleasure to welcome the students of the Law Department." The Law School was opened at eleven o'clock by Dean Lewis. He said: "On behalf of the faculty it gives me pleasure to welcome the students of the Law Department."
Lock-Grip Flat Clasp Garters
The newest, most comfortable cord garter made. The rubber diamond holds with a vice-like grip that will never slip. Will replace the finest brass. The smallest, non-binding flat garter ever used on a cord garter. Finest quality webbing. Metal parts heavy nickel plated brass. 25 cents a pair, all dealers or by mail prepaid.


“Clothes do make the man. Let us make your clothes”

Yale, Innes & Barbieri
College Tailors
1117 Walnut Street, Philadelphia

Have you seen the New
Keebler Hats
For Fall of 1906?
SOLD ONLY AT
14 Mint Arcade

Baldwin Locomotive Works
Single Expansion and Compound Locomotives
Bread and Narrow-Gauge Locomotives, Mine and Farmhouse Locomotives, Compressed-Air Locomotives, Tramway Locomotives, Plantation Locomotives, Oil-Burning Locomotives, Electric Locomotives with Westinghouse Motors, Electric Car Tracks with or without Motors.


University Text-Books
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ways remember him for his unflagging courtesy. The members of the faculty feel that they have lost a friend, whose interest and counsel they could always depend on. I have no changes to announce in the courses of the first and second years. All the electives of the third year given last year will be repeated this year. Professor William W. Mikell will conduct a course on 'The Conflict of Law.' The subject of this course is one of great practical importance to law students in a country with forty odd separate State jurists.

A combination of circumstances has prevented us from offering the subject for several years. This defect has been a subject of regret and a good deal of anxiety. I am therefore very glad to be able to announce the re-establishment of the course.

The secret way of helping yourself to develop into a high-minded member of the bar is to realize from today on who it is that the law is worthy of being called a profession. What you need is to be in place before you at the start the professional ideal, the ideal of service, realizing the vital character of the service you will be called upon to perform. If you do this I believe you will find that when you leave here the simple rules of correct professional conduct which you will hear from us will be a part of yourselves, while for the more difficult problems of our complicated modern life you will have developed a moral sense which will not play you false. In short, you will become what you have the right to become, not only lawyers, but high-minded men with the full sense of your professional obligations.

Vice-President Smith and other members of the faculty also made addresses.

This is the only department of the University which shows a decrease in the number of students according to the registration figures. The decrease, however, will not be complete for several weeks, and by that time there will probably be an increase in all of the departments. It is probable that the four thousand mark will be reached.

The other departments opening yesterday were the Veterinary, which held its exercises at noon, Dean Pier- son and Dr. Smith addressing the students, and the Medical Department, which opened at 6 P.M. Dr. Edward Martin, former Director of the Department of Health and Charities, now occupies the principal address at the reception to Freshmen, which followed.

Albert J. Peterson, Student Tailor.
Albert J. Peterson, tailor and importer, 1085 Walnut street. We have for the past fifteen years almost exclusively catered to the student trade and have given the best of satisfaction. At the beginning of the year we have brought largely of foreign and domestic fabrics, including the most nobby styles that we could secure. We would appreciate your coming in and looking over our stock before selecting elsewhere. The usual 10 per cent off.

W. H. Embick & Sons.
The 25 cent student reduction, announced in your Houston Club Book, on Embick tailoring is a reduction on prices $5 to $15 less per suit than their nearest competitor’s prices. This establish this fact for yourself. Bulletins $2.50. W. H. Embick & Sons, 1239 Chestnut street.

Gray’s Athletic Shop for Students.
The new football rules have brought out a lot of new Football and Athletic Togglery, all of which can be had at the old familiar stand, "The Shop," or Gray’s Athletic Institute for Students at 2d South Eleventh street.

Table Board and Furnished Rooms.
First-class table board; all furnished rooms. 2414 Woodland avenue.

A College Student
In a college this photo- graph, which he will show to everyone who pleases, is a password. It is a boy's blackguard.

POTTSTADT STUDIO
FINEST PHOTOGRAPHS
SPECIAL RATES TO STUDENTS
926 Chestnut St.

GILDSTAN DRUG


Reeds and the
College Man’s Clothes
Are you acquainted with Reeds’ and their College Man’s Clothing?
Do you realize to what a large extent the customs of our colleges have influenced student’s dress? Do you realize the Col- league Uniforms are probably the largest of any college clothing houses in the country? Nothing is asked without other—success breeds success. The right kind of goods at fair prices have made the great busi- ness possible.

Autumn Suits and Over- coats, Furnishings, Head- wear and Outfittings Generally are ready.

Reeds
1434-1436 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia
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ways remember him for his unflagging courtesy. The members of the faculty feel that they have lost a friend, whose interest and counsel they could always depend on. I have no changes to announce in the courses of the first and second years. All the electives of the third year given last year will be repeated this year. Professor William W. Mikell will conduct a course on 'The Conflict of Law.' The subject of this course is one of great practical importance to law students in a country with forty odd separate State jurists.

A combination of circumstances has prevented us from offering the subject for several years. This defect has been a subject of regret and a good deal of anxiety. I am therefore very glad to be able to announce the re-establishment of the course.

The secret way of helping yourself to develop into a high-minded member of the bar is to realize from today on who it is that the law is worthy of being called a profession. What you need is to be in place before you at the start the professional ideal, the ideal of service, realizing the vital character of the service you will be called upon to perform. If you do this I believe you will find that when you leave here the simple rules of correct professional conduct which you will hear from us will be a part of yourselves, while for the more difficult problems of our complicated modern life you will have developed a moral sense which will not play you false. In short, you will become what you have the right to become, not only lawyers, but high-minded men with the full sense of your professional obligations.

Vice-President Smith and other members of the faculty also made addresses.

This is the only department of the University which shows a decrease in the number of students according to the registration figures. The decrease, however, will not be complete for several weeks, and by that time there will probably be an increase in all of the departments. It is probable that the four thousand mark will be reached.

The other departments opening yesterday were the Veterinary, which held its exercises at noon, Dean Pier- son and Dr. Smith addressing the students, and the Medical Department, which opened at 6 P.M. Dr. Edward Martin, former Director of the Department of Health and Charities, now occupies the principal address at the reception to Freshmen, which followed.

Albert J. Peterson, Student Tailor.
Albert J. Peterson, tailor and importer, 1085 Walnut street. We have for the past fifteen years almost exclusively catered to the student trade and have given the best of satisfaction. At the beginning of the year we have brought largely of foreign and domestic fabrics, including the most nobby styles that we could secure. We would appreciate your coming in and looking over our stock before selecting elsewhere. The usual 10 per cent off.

W. H. Embick & Sons.
The 25 cent student reduction, announced in your Houston Club Book, on Embick tailoring is a reduction on prices $5 to $15 less per suit than their nearest competitor’s prices. This establish this fact for yourself. Bulletins $2.50. W. H. Embick & Sons, 1239 Chestnut street.

Gray’s Athletic Shop for Students.
The new football rules have brought out a lot of new Football and Athletic Togglery, all of which can be had at the old familiar stand, "The Shop," or Gray’s Athletic Institute for Students at 2d South Eleventh street.

Table Board and Furnished Rooms.
First-class table board; all furnished rooms. 2414 Woodland avenue.

A College Student
In a college this photo- graph, which he will show to everyone who pleases, is a password. It is a boy's blackguard.
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WHY GO DOWN TOWN?

When Pennock can, with thirty years' experience, serve you thoroughly well right here in

Laboratory Materials, Microscopes and Other Students' Supplies.

BOOKS

MEDICAL, DENTAL, BIOLOGICAL, VETERINARY, WHA-

T SCHOOL.

(Compiled with every book.)

Perfection (Separate Leaf) Notebook

(Trade Agency for Philadelphia.)

KODAKS

and Supplies Developing and

Printing.

CALL ON

PENNOCK

at "The Scientific Shop"

3609 WOODLAND AVENUE

North Philadelphia

Best Shots In Town

Savins & McKinney

“Exclusive Outfitters Since 1875"
Electric Chafing Dish

Any student living in the Dormitories or University Houses in which Electricity is used should own an Electric Chafing Dish.

A light meal or hot refreshment after the theatre can be cooked with ease—the only expense would be the first cost. Call at our office for further information.

THE PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC CO.

Tenth and Sansom Sts.
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ways rememher him for his unflailing courtesy. The members of the faculty feel that they have lost a friend and counselor they could always depend on.

It has no changes to announce in the courses of the first and second years. All the electives of the third year given last year will be repeated this year. Professor William W. Mikkell will conduct a course on "The Conflict of Law."

The subject of this course is one of great practical importance to law students in a country with forty odd separate State jurisdictions. A combination of circumstances has prevented us from offering the subject for several years. This fact has been a subject of regret and a good deal of anxiety. I am therefore very glad to be able to announce the publication of the course.

"The secret way of helping yourself to develop into a high-minded member of the Bar is to realize from the beginning of your career that the law is worthy of being called a profession. What you need is to prepare yourself before you start the professional ideal, the ideal of service, realizing the vital character of the services you will be called upon to perform. If you do this I believe you will find that when you leave here you take simple rules of correct professional conduct which you will take from us as a part of yourselves, while for the more difficult problems of our complicated modern life you will have developed a moral sense which will not play you false. In short, you will become what you have the right to become, not only lawyers, but high-minded men with the full sense of your professional obligations."

Professor Smith and other members of the faculty also made addresses.

This is the only department of the University which shows a decrease in the number of students according to the registration figures. The lists, however, will not be complete for several weeks, and by that time there will probably be an increase in all of the departments. It is probable that the four thousand mark will be reached.

The other departments opening yesterday were the Veterinary, which held its exercises at noon, Dean Piercy and Dr. Smith addressing the students, and the Medical Department, which opened at 8. P. M. Dr. Edward Martin, former Director of the Department of Health and Charities, made the principal address at the reception to Freshmen, which followed.

Albert J. Peterson, Student Tailor, Albert J. Peterson, tailor and importer, 1048 Walnut street. We have for the past fifteen years almost exclusively catered to the student trade and have given the best of satisfaction. At this season of the year we have bought largely of foreign and domestic fabrics, including the most subtle of new and athletic fashions, and have given the best of satisfaction. At this season of the year we have bought largely of foreign and domestic fabrics, including the most subtle of new and athletic fashions, and have given the best of satisfaction.

We appreciate your coming in and looking over our stock before selecting elsewhere. The usual 10 per cent. off.

W. H. Embick & Sons.

The 10 per cent. student reduction, announced to your Houston Club Book, on Embick tailoring is a reduction on prices $5 to $10 less per suit than their nearest competitor's prices. Establish this fact for yourself. Suits, $25 to $50. W. H. Embick, 1009 Chestnut street.

Gray's Athletic Institute for Students. The new football rules have brought about a lot of new Football and Athletic Toggery, all of which can be had at the old familiar stand, "The Shop," or Gray's Athletic Institute for Students, 25 South Eleventh street.

Table Board and Furnished Rooms.

First-class table board; also furnished rooms, 1114 Walnut Avenue.

Our Fall showing of up-to-date wadens is ready and the stock is larger than ever before. You know what that means.

Add to this the style shown in the finished garments, coupled with the modern, in gray, blue and other colors, and you have a trifling excellence hard to beat.

A cordial invitation is extended to the Penn boys.

Suits, $25 to $10. Dress Suits and Tuxedos, $35 to $60. Overcoats, $35 to $50.

Pyle, Innes & Barbieri

COLLEGE TAILORS

1117 Walnut Street, Philadelphia
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BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS

SINGLE EXPANSION AND COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES

Broad and Narrow-Gauge Locomotives, Mine and Furnace Locomotives, Compressed-Air Locomotives, Tramway Locomotives, Plantation Locomotives, Oil-Burning Locomotives, Electric Locomotives with Westernhenge Motors, Electric Car Trucks with or without Motors.

Burnham, Williams & Co.


University Text-Books

Both new and second-hand, for all departments, to be had at

McVEY'S BOOK STORE

1229 Arch Street

PATRONIZE

The Dormitory

Drug Shop

OPPOSITE THE DORMITORIES

For Your Wants in That Line

W. R. MURRAY

BROWN BROS. & CO.

BANKERS

Opposite the Dormitories

COPS AND GOWNS

Makers to 1895 College

Best Workmanship at

Least Prices

COX SONS & VERHEE

20 Fourth Avenue, New York

Fourth and Chestnut Streets

GILBRETH STUDIO

FINEST PHOTOGRAPHS

SPECIAL RATES TO STUDENTS

926 Chestnut St.
to every spirit in every Red and Blue. The school has been invaluable.

ideal of pluck and determination, an act of a true elephant. It is capable of it only as such. It will do its best and play the job. Let him do it well, and the result cannot but reflect credit and glory upon all concerned.
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does. The conduct with your fellows will help to uphold character."

The Law School was opened at eleven o'clock by Dean Lewis. He said:

"On behalf of the faculty it gives me pleasure to welcome the students of the Law Department.

"For many years the senior professor in the Law Department was Mr. George Tucker Bingham. Mr. Bingham died at Leamington, R.I., on July 26th. He was born in this city on May 24, 1836. He came to the bar in 1861. He rose rapidly in his profession, and for the last twenty-five years of his life was one of the acknowledged leaders of the Philadel-

phia Bar. In 1885 he was elected to a chair in this Department. For many years he taught the subject of equity, and his book on "The Principles of Equity" has been since its publication and is probably destined to remain the leading elementary text-book on that subject. In 1898 the volume of his private business, and the fact that he was no longer a young man, obliged him to curtail to a comparatively small volume his work in this department. Last spring his health obliged him to tender his resignation to the Board of Trustees, which was regretfully ac-

cepted by them. While his principal life work was in the active practice of his profession, his services to the department were many and significant. His legal literary labors and the legal literary labors of the late Judge Haz-

made this Law School familiar to the profession throughout the United States. They gave the school a na-

tional reputation. As a teacher he will be remembered by the present members of the alumni as one who had the gift of clear expression and the instinct to drill thoroughly into the minds of his students the elementary principles of the subject which he felt it essential that they should know. As men they will be-

(Continued on Third Page.)

"Why Go Down Town?"

When Pennock can, with thirty years' experience, serve you thoroughly well right here in Laboratory Materials, Microscopes and Other Students' Supplies.

The Pennsylvania Printing Co.

"Exclusive Cuts for College Men"

THE NORMANDIE

THIRTY-SIXTH AND CHESTNUT STREETS

Choice Wines, Liquors and Cigars.

HEADQUARTERS FOR PENNSYLVANIA MEN

Philadelphia Surgical Instrument House, 132 South Ele-

Orthopedic Appliances, Trusses, Hosery, Etc., Medical Bar-

SPECIAL PRICES TO UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA.

FOR FALL

$5

Indian Ox-foeds

For Fall

The Shop First to have

ZIMMERMAN'S

BOOT SHOP

Mint Arcade

Open Friday and Saturday Evenings

Automobiles

Savins &

McKinney

"Exclusive Cuts for College Men"

INCORPORATED

Alumni Hall, 3451 Woodland Ave.
College Man's Clothes

We don't do the least thing without your consent, and counsel they could always depend.

"I have no changes to announce in the course of the first and second years. All the electives of the third year, however, will be repeated this year. Professor William W. Mikk has rearranged a course on 'The Conflict of Law.' The subject of this course is one of great practical importance. Law students in a country with forty odd separate State juristictions. A combination of circumstances has prevented us from offering the subject for several years. This fact has been a subject of regret and a good deal of anxiety. I am therefore very glad to be able to announce the re-establishment of the course.

"The main way of helping yourself to develop into a high-minded member of society is to realize from today on that it is the law is worthy of being called a profession. What you need is to place before you as at the start the professional ideal, the ideal of service, realizing the vital character of the services you will be called upon to perform. If you do this I believe you will find that when you leave here the simple rules of correct professional conduct which you have learned from us will be a part of yourselves, which will be the most difficult problems of our complicated modern life you will have developed a moral sense which will not play you false. In short, you will become what you have the right to become, not only law students, but high-minded men with the full sense of your professional obligations."}

"I have no changes to announce in the course of the first and second years. All the electives of the third year, however, will be repeated this year. Professor William W. Mikk has rearranged a course on 'The Conflict of Law.' The subject of this course is one of great practical importance. Law students in a country with forty odd separate State juristictions. A combination of circumstances has prevented us from offering the subject for several years. This fact has been a subject of regret and a good deal of anxiety. I am therefore very glad to be able to announce the re-establishment of the course.

"The main way of helping yourself to develop into a high-minded member of society is to realize from today on that it is the law is worthy of being called a profession. What you need is to place before you as at the start the professional ideal, the ideal of service, realizing the vital character of the services you will be called upon to perform. If you do this I believe you will find that when you leave here the simple rules of correct professional conduct which you have learned from us will be a part of yourselves, which will be the most difficult problems of our complicated modern life you will have developed a moral sense which will not play you false. In short, you will become what you have the right to become, not only law students, but high-minded men with the full sense of your professional obligations."

"Our Fall showing of up-to-date woolens is ready and the stock is larger than ever before. You know that means something. To add to this the style in the finished garments, coupled with the moderation in price, and you will have a trinity of excellence hard to beat."

"A cordial invitation is extended to the Penn boys."

Pyle, Innes & Barbieri
COLLEGE TAILORS
1117 Walnut Street, Philadelphia
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SINGLE EXPANSION AND COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES
Broad and Narrow-Gauge Locomotives, Mine and Furnace Locomotives, Compressed-Air Locomotives, Tramway Locomotives, Plantation Locomotives. Oil-Burning Locomotives, Electric Locomotives with Westinghouse Motors. Electric Car Tracks with or without Motors.
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1229 Arch Street
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